The Reality of
The Soul

The coming age has been called the ‘Age of the Soul.’ The way into this age
is paved with the light of the soul, first, then with the love of the soul, and
finally, once these qualities have become manifest, it is paved with
awareness of and alignment with divine purpose. ~15 September 2018 ~

T

here comes a time in the life of an aspirant to higher truth when
the personality surrenders to the Soul. When the things of this
world no longer attract and a point of satiety is reached, worldly
things are seen in the clear, cold light of reason and found wanting.
The soul yearns for more and is impelled to discover ‘life more
abundant.’
Then come the difficult choices that are thrust onto the path of
aspirants to higher truth. These choices stubbornly persist until the
stage of the Path when the soul begins to influence the life. Until
then, a rainbow of opportunities presents itself; choices appear at
every turn, allowing the individual to freely choose the Higher Way.
Before the soul takes control of the life, human identity is attached to

all that ‘dies a natural death’—with the passing seasons of the
planet’s year and the passing seasons of the human life. Until that
shift occurs, the personality casts a shadow over the soul’s presence,
insisting that it be seen and heard above all inner promptings.
Until now, humanity has lived in bondage to all that is ephemeral,
including the physical body, which has become the repository of huge
investments of energy for citizens of the modern world. Preserving
the physical sheath is equated with preserving life. For those who
believe only in the ‘proofs’ of modern science, clinging to the
physical form is like clinging to a life-preserver. The rules and norms
of ethical behavior have been bent and broken in a desperate attempt
to prolong and elevate the life of flesh and bones, which will
inescapably decay and die. Only the soul lives on, carrying forward
its experience from the world of form. ~21 April 2019~

O

nce the soul awakens there is no going back, despite temporary
retreats into the lure of comfortable and familiar patterns. Once
the Light is seen and the Way is glimpsed, the temporary ‘fixes’ of
the persona will never satisfy. Discovering and contacting the Source
of the light becomes the driving force in the seeker’s life. It is the
soul’s encounter with Light while in physical form that will, in due
time, flood the new culture and its civilization and make of it a
‘Heaven on Earth.’ You know the old aphorism: ‘When the student is
ready the teacher appears.” When a soul is ready for the light of
truth, it invariably appears. A growing portion of humanity is ready
for greater light. ~11 October 2019 ~

T

he thinkers of the race are observing the common denominators
of current human struggles and beginning to perceive them as
‘the human struggle.’ The weak are standing up to the strong,
demanding justice for immense injustices buried beneath layers of
enforced silence. This is the Soul, the true ‘sleeping giant,’ arising
from its slumber, facing down the fears of the persona and emerging
into the light of day.
The soul of humanity is becoming liberated from ancient personality
restraints. Accumulations of light are bringing this about: particles of
light amassed by the soul through eons of suffering are turning into
waves of wisdom. The dots have not yet been connected in the mind
of humanity as a whole, but as the world’s attention becomes focused
on a few global flash-points, human patterns are being exposed.
Accumulations of light are about to burst their banks and overflow
into the world. ~11 October 2019~

O

ne of the first visible signs of the soul’s emergence in a person’s
life is involvement in service for the Good. The individual
becomes sensitive to the world beyond his or her own immediate life,
feels compassion for those who are suffering, and seeks to ameliorate
conditions. Until this pivotal moment in the history of the race, such
involvement has always been voluntary, a matter of individual choice
or free will. At the present time, when so many aspects of life are
under threat, those who are awakening are getting involved in
activities for the Good as a matter of self-preservation, as well as
helping others. This is occurring among thinking people who have
achieved sufficient distance from the illusions of material living to
take notice of the state of the larger world. The dangers facing all of
humanity are reducing age-old barriers, and through this you see the
workings of the Plan.
You have likely noticed that the ranks of groups devoted to the
environment are swelling, along with groups devoted to the cause of
justice, fairness, and freedom. And surely you have noticed that

growing numbers of people, aware of the corruption destroying the
nations of the world, are standing up to be counted. All of this has
come about in response to the imminence of the threats to life, as it
has always been known until now. ~ 25 October 2019 ~

A

s the incarnating soul enters the world of form, it generally finds
little if anything to reinforce the qualities of the realm of the
soul that it has left behind. The closest reinforcement is the loving
embrace of the mother. The unbounded love that flows from mother
to newborn child, in ideal conditions, is as close to an expression of
divine love that exists at the present stage of human awareness.
There is a quality in the flow of this love akin to the adoration of God
in form. The mother gazes into the eyes of her child, seeing a miracle
of new life, in the way a divine Being sees into the soul of a human
being.
Let us now raise this imagery to a higher turn of the spiral and
consider the birth of the conscious soul. At the point of awakening, it
is we, the inner teachers and guides of humanity, who become the
main nurturers. When the soul becomes conscious of itself, the great
chain of Being is set in motion. The conscious soul is as a newborn
‘juncture’ between heaven and earth. Our arrows of light are directed
to strengthen and solidify that joining point. Though it may take a
lifetime or two before the soul consciously registers our presence, We
stand and wait for that day while actively helping to prepare for it.
Before then, Our presence can be sensed in various ways such as:
synchronous events, blessings that arrive seemingly out of the blue,
the sensed presence of spiritual love. We ever stand and wait and
prepare. ~11 October 2019~

hile the subtle realm of light and beauty is becoming more real
W
for you, through our deepening relationship, it remains
invisible to most of humanity. Nevertheless, visible demonstrations

of brotherly love are growing, signaling the birth of the Soul through
myriad initiatives, large and small. The heart of humanity is opening
wider and acts of human kindness are proliferating, collectively
drawing the World Teacher closer. The living reality of the indwelling
soul is taking hold. ~13 December 2019~

F

or the first time in humanity’s evolution, the higher Self is being
recognized by more than the rare few individuals. The shift to
soul identity leads eventually to the revelation that the consciousness
endowing the form with life has a goal for any given lifetime. It is to
bring the outer form into closer rapport with the life within, to the
point where the Self recognizes it belongs to the One Self, and thus
to all Selves and all of Life.
This truth has begun to seep into the ranks of advanced humanity and
as it does, the rate of vibrational frequencies begins to rise. It is the
frequency of the Soul that throws open the portal to the higher
kingdom and allows the higher Light to pour into human living. This
moves us into the science of light-waves, electric charges,
frequencies, resonances, vibrations. These words are more than
symbolic evocations of the higher worlds; they represent actual
forces that govern life on subtler planes.
The soul on the Path comes into contact with subtler planes of Earth
while still incarnate in physical form. The aspirant eventually
discovers the reciprocal interaction known as invocation and
evocation or call and response. It is often in desperation that the soul
first cries out for aid and for guidance. The guidance that arrives is
conveyed by means of attunement to higher frequencies, the result of
cleansing the lesser self of its lower vibrations. This interaction
initiates the living relationship between the 4th and 5th kingdoms of
Earth. ~15 November 2019~

I

n these treacherous times for the world, it is wise to withdraw
one’s consciousness from the outer planes of life in the knowledge
that this, too, will pass and what will endure is everything pertaining
to the life of the Soul. Bear in mind always that the new age of
Aquarius will be the age of the Soul, the era when the light of the
Soul will break through the chaos and illumine the world. This is
what awaits. You know this to be true in the depths of your souls. It is
toward this lighted future that We are now working hand-in-hand
with you.
If one erases all distinctions of a personality nature, and all
categorizations related to stages of the Path, one arrives at a simple
understanding of this moment for awakening humanity: the human
Soul is yearning to break free of the prison-house of the persona and
to experience the reality of spiritual Love. This occurs at the point
where the soul infuses the outer persona and the two become
entwined as one. ~26 July 2019~

I

n order to embody a higher truth, you must first comprehend its
true dimensions. Then you must remove the gap between the ideal
and the real by becoming one with the ideal. Let us take goodness as
an illustration. Does goodness exist as an ideal apart from you? Or
has its essence begun to permeate your conscious awareness? Have
you assimilated this ideal to the extent that you are in process of
becoming one with it? An ideal is realized by living inside of you as
a goal that begins to shape your thoughts and actions, until you
gradually achieve complete identification with it.
This is how the reality of the Soul begins to break through the
consciousness of the personality to become your true and stable
identity. Is the Soul, the true Self, still ‘the other self’ that you are
hoping to become identified with one day? If so, We would like to
turn your attention to a factor in the evolution of consciousness that
bears reflection and deep self-exploration. It has to do with
responsibility. The work of embodying the higher self requires a

highly developed sense of responsibility. There is a subconscious
fear of completing the shift in identity because of an intuitive
understanding that greater self-sacrifice may be called for. The little
self of the persona clamors for more comfort, more adventure and
material success, while the Higher Self is crying: “Leave your
father’s house and follow me.”
To leave your father’s house at this moment is to step back from the
fear circulating through the body of a human race standing at the
edge of catastrophe. To ‘follow me’ is to become one with the Soul. It
is to prepare to step firmly into the flow of evolution, along with
those souls who are incarnate primarily to serve in this transition to a
new era. Responding to this inner call signifies that the higher aspect
of your being is ready to assume responsibility for other lives. The
true Self, perceiving its oneness with all Selves, has been working
toward this heightened responsibility for eons, all the while
unbeknownst to the lesser self.
Once the internal marriage of the human and divine has taken place,
the pain and suffering of living as an isolated persona comes to a
natural end. Spiritual life, which We call ‘real life,’ only begins when
the soul takes control of the outer persona and when its vehicles are
dedicated to the purpose for which the soul has taken incarnation.
Those who have achieved this inner alignment know the unparalleled
joys that it brings. With it comes a steady downpour of the love and
wisdom held in the great reservoir of the Center of All Love, the
spiritual hierarchy of our planet. With access to this reservoir, and the
awareness of becoming part of the Greater Group, life begins anew.
The term ‘spiritual rebirth‘ hints at this without conveying the true
essence of the experience.
We do not suggest that all karmic challenges end for the soul who
attains this state. However, karmic challenges no longer define the
life or countermand the soul’s ability to fulfill its higher purpose.
~15 November 2019~

T

his is the time to realize, beyond the shadow of a doubt, the fact
that the soul is immortal. This is the time to live from that
realization at every hour of every day.
Moreover, only by living from this higher state of consciousness can
the essential work of the soul be brought to fruition. It is this subtle
work behind the outer works of service you perform that will
demonstrate to others, through speech and action, the predominance
of the Soul in your lives. The greater the demonstration, the greater
the influx of Light from Us—the Light of Wisdom and the Light of
Love. ~27 September 2019~

T

o live in the world as a disciple of the spiritual Hierarchy on the
cusp of the ‘Age of the Soul,’ is to have attained contact with
your soul and to be on your way to achieving control of its
personality, which then becomes the vehicle of the soul in the world.
It is to experience the shift in the locus of individual identity from
personality to soul. When this occurs, the individual becomes aware
of being a living soul, with all that this implies.
As consciousness expands, the individual soul increasingly identifies
with all souls and all living beings and seeks to contribute to the
welfare of Earth’s life. When this drive grows strong enough to be
perceived by members of the Hierarchy, contact is made. When the
soul succeeds in gaining control of the three personality vehicles
(physical, emotional, and mental), it also gains sensitivity to spiritual
impression—the subtle means of communication utilized by Elders
dwelling on the inner planes to reach sensitive human minds.
~1 November 2019~

I

n the West, the awakening soul is frequently identified as Christ
consciousness. Yet it should be understood that this is only one
name for the unit of consciousness that is the human soul. In certain
Buddhist teachings, the soul is identified as the Buddha nature; in
Hinduism it is Atma. In part, it is the universality of the growing
awareness of the universal nature of the soul that has reinforced a
withdrawal of focus from the Christ of the churches, mangers, and
public squares, and turned that focus toward the advent of the inner
Self and what it signifies for the evolution of the human race.
~13 December 2019~

T

he forward thrust of evolution is elevating human awareness
toward the plane of the Soul. On this plane, it is possible to
weather the present global conditions with equanimity. This state can
be most easily attained and sustained as a collective––a group of
souls mutually committed to a spiritual task. ~13 February 2020~

T

o be alive in the world right now, to observe the further withering
of the law with each new day, is to be tested to the core. When
the soul looks outward upon the dying world there is no sign of aid
forthcoming. The only place for the soul to look is inward and
upward, where the Forces of Light are arrayed in preparation to reenter the world. A steadfast inward gaze dispels all doubt, allowing
the soul to function more effectively than ever before. The realization
dawns that Light is already breaking through in the guise of every
individual who stands steady in the Light of the Soul. This is Our
point of re-entry into the New Earth. ~6 October 2017~

T

o assimilate what we are saying with a sense of right proportion,
without illusion or distortion, try to listen through ‘the ears of the
Soul’ — the liberated soul that has transcended the plane where
glamour exists. ~17 December 2020~

I

t is the soul that gravitates naturally toward the light of the Future.
It seeks expression in the subtle folds of the Mother of the World,
who bestows Her grace upon all that is alive in the spirit of the New
Earth. May each of you find your way into this state of grace, where
doubt will perish, where Love will vanquish all that is not of Love,
and where Light will eclipse all that is not of Light. ~21 April 2019~

T

he first initiation into spiritual life arises from the opening of the
heart. There are countless millions of simple people of goodwill
across the globe who have little knowledge in a worldly sense, but
who are moved by a compassionate heart to care for others. This is
interconnectedness at its most fundamental level: from heart to heart.
The builders of the new world will be those who are gravitating
toward the marriage of mind and heart. ~15 February 2021

T

his path is not for the faint of heart. It is for those still-rare
human beings who are willing to sacrifice that which once
brought comfort and satisfaction to the personality for that which will
bring life more abundant to the human realm.
While pursuing this demanding path, it’s important to hold at the
forefront of your minds the ultimate divine purpose of the purifying
fires through which humanity is passing at this time: to destroy
illusory walls of separation that have defined the human experience
until now, creating rounds of ceaseless suffering. In the realm of the
Soul, there is no separation. ~16 July 2020~

